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RELEASE NOTES 
Welcome to Cloudera Streaming Analytics (CSA) Beta Documentation! 

CSA Beta Documentation contains all essential information for you to make full use of the CSA Beta 

Program. It includes a description of the system’s functions and capabilities, modes of operation, and 

step-by-step procedures for installation and use. 

1. Start by reviewing the Cloudera Streaming Analytics Overview to understand the concepts. 

2. Proceed to installation to set up your system. 

3. Get started and test your system by running your very first Apache Flink job. 

4. Walk through the Stateful Tutorial. 

1.1 Highlights 
Cloudera Streaming Analytics Beta covers the core streaming functionality of Apache Flink. 

It introduces the following key features: 

 Data sources reading from Kafka or HDFS 

 Pipeline definitions using Java DataStream and ProcessFunction APIs 

 Exactly once processing 

 Event-time semantics 

 Data sinks writing to Kafka, HDFS and HBase 

These features enable sophisticated end-to-end streaming pipelines. The scope will be extended 

gradually in upcoming CSA releases. 

1.2 Known issues and limitations 
The following limitations apply to Cloudera Streaming Analytics Beta: 

 Cloudera does not offer support for CSA Beta. The purpose of providing these preview artifacts is 

to initiate a conversation with the community as early as possible. 

 Cloudera Streaming Analytics Powered by Apache Flink will be available in December as an 

additional license on top of Cloudera Data Platform Data Center (CDP-DC). The Beta artifacts have 

been built and tested with CDH 6.3, as CDP-DC is not available at the time of opening the Beta 

Program. 

 The Beta Program and the initial Generally Available Release only cater for data engineers and data 

architects. Cloudera is aware of the fact that Flink also has a growing BI analyst user base and we 

are actively exploring a solution to best satisfy their requirements in the future. 

1.3 Unsupported features 
The following features are not supported in Cloudera Streaming Analytics Beta: 

 Apache Flink batch API 

 Complex Event Processing API 

 StreamSQL API 

 Table API 

 Custom windowing functions 
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 Custom type serializers 

1.4 Platform support and interoperability 

1.4.1 Cloudera platform support 
Cloudera Streaming Analytics Beta runs on top of CDH 6.3. The first official version of Cloudera 

Streaming Analytics Powered by Apache Flink will run on CDP-DC. The CDH and HDP platforms will 

not be supported with CSA. 

1.4.2 Operating system support 
Cloudera offers a parcel for RHEL/CentOS 7.x operating system in the Beta Program. 

1.4.3 JDK support 
Cloudera supports the following JDKs in the Beta Program: 

 Open JDK 8 

 Oracle JDK 8 

 Open JDK 11 

 Oracle JDK 11 
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CLOUDERA STREAMING ANALYTICS OVERVIEW 
Apache Flink is a distributed processing engine and a scalable data analytics framework that can deliver 

data analytics in near real-time. Flink is designed to run in all common cluster environments, perform 

computations at in-memory speed and at any scale. Furthermore, Flink provides communication, fault 

tolerance, and data distribution for distributed computations over data streams. 

A large variety of enterprises choose Apache Flink as a stream processing platform due to its ability to 

tackle scale, stateful stream processing, and event time. See the following table for example use cases: 

 

For specific examples of Apache Flink users, see the Apache Flink Powered By page. 

2.1 Scope 
The initial December release supports the base functionality of Apache Flink streaming where you can 

write near real-time stateful applications with sophisticated windowing. Cloudera supports Flink on the 

CDP product lines on top of YARN at first. The short-term solution has the following four pillars: 

 

2.2 Service layout 
In CSA Beta, Apache Flink jobs run as YARN applications. The Flink Gateway is collocated with 

YARN and HDFS Gateways. The Flink HistoryServer is collocated with an HDFS role, which can be 

either an active role or a Gateway. Use the following general service layout when collocating Flink roles 

and dependencies. 

https://flink.apache.org/poweredby.html
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INSTALLATION 

3.1 Installing your Apache Flink parcel 

The following process describes how to add the parcel to your Cloudera Manager. 

1. Log into Cloudera Manager. 

2. Select Parcels on the Home > Hosts tab in the main navigation bar. 

3. Click the Configuration tab. 

4. Add the following URL to your Remote Parcel Repository URLs: 

http://archive.cloudera.com/csa/1.0.0.0/parcels/ 

 

5. Click Save Changes to commit the change. 

For more details, follow the standard procedure from the GUI or the API.  

After activating the parcel, you can test your installation using the following command on any node in 

your cluster: 

> flink --version 

… 

Version: 1.9.0-csa1.0.0.0, Commit ID: 3cedceb 

3.2 Installing CSD 

The Custom Service Descriptor (CSD) is available here.  

1. Place the CSDs in the /opt/cloudera/csd/ folder (default CSD directory) to allow Cloudera Manager 

auto-detect and add the parcel repository URL. 

2. Restart CM and CMS services for the changes to take effect. 

Example: 

> cd /opt/cloudera/csd 

> wget http://archive.cloudera.com/csa/1.0.0.0/csd/FLINK-1.9.0-csa1.0.0.0-

cdh6.3.0.jar 

> chown cloudera-scm:cloudera-scm FLINK-1.9.0-csa0.0.0-cdh6.3.0.jar 

> systemctl restart cloudera-scm-server 

3. To add the Flink service, click to the right of the cluster name on the Home > Status tab and select 

Add a Service. This launches a wizard, and a list of services is displayed. 

http://cloudera-build-us-west-1.vpc.cloudera.com/s3/build/1430303/packages/tars/flink/
https://www.cloudera.com/documentation/enterprise/6/6.2/topics/cm_ig_parcels.html
http://archive.cloudera.com/csa/1.0.0.0/csd/FLINK-1.9.0-csa1.0.0.0-cdh6.3.0.jar
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Note: Install Flink, HDFS, and YARN Gateway roles on the machine that you choose to 

submit Flink jobs. The Flink HistoryServer role also depends on having HDFS client configs 

on the same machine. The HDFS client configs can either be provided by an HDFS daemon 

role implicitly or can be deployed by an HDFS Gateway role explicitly. 

3.3 Setting up your HDFS home directory 
To run a Flink job, your HDFS Home Directory has to exist. If it does not exist, you receive an error 

message similar to: 

Permission denied: user=$USER_NAME, access=WRITE, inode=“/user”.  

You have two options to create this directory: 

a) Kerberos enabled 

> kinit hdfs 

> hdfs dfs -mkdir /user/$USER_NAME 

> hdfs dfs -chown $USER_NAME:$USER_NAME /user/$USER_NAME 

b) Kerberos disabled 

> HADOOP_USER_NAME=hdfs hdfs dfs -mkdir /user/$USER_NAME 

> HADOOP_USER_NAME=hdfs hdfs dfs -chown $USER_NAME:$USER_NAME /user/$USER_NAME  
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SECURITY 
Apache Flink supports Kerberos authentication and on the wire encryption (TLS) for both internal and 

external communication channels. This section discusses the general architecture and guidelines for 

security. For command level details, see the Security Tutorial. 

4.1 Authentication 
A Flink program may use first- or third-party connectors with required authentication methods 

(Kerberos, SSL/TLS, username/password, and so on). While meeting the security requirements for 

various connectors is an ongoing effort, Flink provides first-class support for Kerberos authentication 

only. In a production deployment scenario, streaming jobs usually run for long periods of time. 

Authentication is mandatory to secure data sources throughout the lifetime of a job. Kerberos keytabs do 

not expire in that timeframe, unlike a Hadoop delegation token or ticket cache entry. Cloudera 

recommends using keytabs for long-running production deployments. 

4.2 Encryption (TLS) 
Apache Flink differentiates between internal and external connectivity. Internal connectivity refers to all 

connections made between Flink processes. External connectivity refers to all connections made from 

the outside to Flink processes. 

4.2.1 Internal connectivity 
Because internal communication is mutually authenticated, keystore and truststore typically contain the 

same dedicated certificate. The certificate can use wildcard hostnames or addresses because the 

certificate is expected to be a shared secret and hostnames are not verified. 

4.2.2 External connectivity 
When Flink applications are running on CDH/CDP clusters, the Flink web dashboard is accessible 

through the tracking URL of the YARN proxy. Depending on the security setup in YARN, the proxy 

itself can enforce authentication (SPNEGO) and encryption (TLS) already for YARN jobs. This can be 

sufficient when CDP perimeter is protected by a firewall from external user access. If there is no such 

protection available, additional TLS configuration is required to protect REST endpoints with TLS. For 

more information, see the Apache Flink documentation. 

4.3 Enabling security for Flink 
A Flink service can be added to the cluster manually from Cloudera Manager using the 'Add Service 

Wizard' after the environment is provisioned. Since Flink is essentially 'just' a YARN job, service level 

security settings apply mainly for the Flink History Server (HS) only. 

4.3.1 Kerberos 
The Flink History Server requires Kerberos authentication for accessing the job history folder on HDFS. 

Kerberos authentication can be enabled for Flink HS by simply checking the corresponding checkbox in 

the service wizard or later in the service config page in CM. 

https://github.com/cloudera/flink-tutorials/tree/master/flink-secure-tutorial
https://ci.apache.org/projects/flink/flink-docs-release-1.9/ops/security-ssl.html#example-ssl-setup-standalone-and-kubernetes
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4.3.2 TLS encryption 
The Flink History Server is a Java-based WebUI, thus requires a JKS Keystore to provide TLS 

encryption for browsers. If Auto-TLS is enabled on the cluster, the TLS related configuration fields are 

auto-populated for Flink HS too. If the cluster was provisioned by CDEP (or a CDEP backed Jenkins 

job), the JKS Keystore file for the Flink History Server can be simply copied from an already supported 

service, for example Spark: 

> cp /etc/cdep-ssl-conf/CA_STANDARD/spark-keystore.jks /etc/cdep-ssl-

conf/CA_STANDARD/flink-keystore.jks 

> chown flink:flink /etc/cdep-ssl-conf/CA_STANDARD/flink-keystore.jks 

 

4.4 Securing Apache Flink jobs 
Submitting Flink jobs on secured environments can be a complex task as the following command shows. 

flink run -m yarn-cluster -d -p 2 \ 

-yD security.kerberos.login.keytab=test.keytab \ 

-yD security.kerberos.login.principal=test \ 

-yD security.ssl.internal.enabled=true \ 
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-yD security.ssl.internal.keystore=keystore.jks \ 

-yD security.ssl.internal.key-password=`cat pwd.txt` \ 

-yD security.ssl.internal.keystore-password=`cat pwd.txt` \ 

-yD security.ssl.internal.truststore=keystore.jks \ 

-yD security.ssl.internal.truststore-password=`cat pwd.txt` \ 

-yt keystore.jks \ 

flink-secure-tutorial-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar \ 

--kafkaTopic flink \ 

--hdfsOutput hdfs:///tmp/flink-secure-tutorial \ 

--kafka.bootstrap.servers <broker_host>:9093 \ 

--kafka.security.protocol SASL_SSL \ 

--kafka.sasl.kerberos.service.name kafka \ 

--kafka.ssl.truststore.location /etc/cdep-ssl-conf/CA_STANDARD/truststore.jks 

The full explanation of the properties used in the above example can be found in the Security Tutorial. It 

also includes how to enable security features step-by-step for Flink applications that are running on 

secured CDH/CDP environments. 

Known limitations are: 

 There is no authorization in Flink service (beyond what YARN provides) 

 There is no authentication (for example, SPNEGO) in Flink History Server 

 HDFS Encryption at Rest is not tested in Flink yet 

  

https://github.com/cloudera/flink-tutorials/tree/master/flink-secure-tutorial
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RUNNING YOUR FIRST APACHE FLINK JOB 

5.1 About this task 
Learn about running a built-in example application in a few simple steps. This application demonstrates 

the Flink client for submitting YARN jobs. 

5.2 Before you begin 
 You have installed the Flink libraries on your CDH cluster. 

 You have HDFS and YARN Gateway roles assigned to the host you are using for Flink submission. 

For instructions, see Cloudera Enterprise documentation. 

 You have established your HDFS home directory. 

5.3 Steps 
The following is a working example of a word count application that reads text from a socket and counts 

the number of distinct words: 

> hdfs dfs -put /opt/cloudera/parcels/FLINK/lib/flink/README.txt /tmp 

> flink run -m yarn-cluster 

/opt/cloudera/parcels/FLINK/lib/flink/examples/streaming/WordCount.jar --input 

hdfs:///tmp/README.txt --output hdfs:///tmp/ReadMe-Counts 

> hdfs dfs -tail /tmp/ReadMe-Counts 

… 

(and,7) 

(source,1) 

(code,2) 

The Flink ReadMe mentions both source and code. 

Note: To run a Flink job, your HDFS Home Directory has to exist. If it does not exist, you 

receive an error message similar to: Permission denied: user=$USER_NAME, 

access=WRITE, inode=“/user”. 

For instructions, see Setting up your HDFS Home directory. 

  

https://docs.cloudera.com/documentation/enterprise/6/6.3/topics/cm_mc_managing_roles.html#managing_roles
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SETTING THE JAVA EXECUTABLE FOR THE APACHE 
FLINK CLIENT 
Cloudera Manager offers a configuration for the JAVA_HOME environment variable under Hosts > All 

Hosts > Configuration. However, this only applies to services (for example YARN NodeManager or 

Flink HistoryServer) and does not propagate to clients such as the JVM created locally by the Flink 

executable. JVM uses the Bigtop utility under /usr/bin/bigtop-detect-javahome to 

automatically detect the JAVA_HOME. To set it to a fixed value instead, use the following: 

> cat /etc/default/bigtop-utils 

export JAVA_HOME=/usr/java/default 

Cloudera strongly recommends setting this to the same value as set in Cloudera Manager. It is also 

recommended to set it uniformly on all the nodes to avoid unnecessary confusion. This is a known issue 

in the Cloudera community. 

 

  

https://community.cloudera.com/t5/Support-Questions/JAVA-HOME-not-set-for-clients/m-p/54446
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KAFKA METRICS REPORTER 
Apache Flink offers a flexible Metrics Reporter API for collecting the metrics generated by your 

streaming pipelines. Cloudera provides an additional implementation of this, which writes metrics to 

Kafka with the following JSON schema: 

{ 

"timestamp" : number -> millisecond timestamp of the metric record "name" : string 

-> name of the metric (e.g. numBytesOut) 

"type" : string -> metric type enum: GAUGE, COUNTER, METER, HISTOGRAM 

"variables" : {string => string} -> Scope variables (e.g. {"<job_id>" : "123", 

"<host>" : "localhost"}) 

"values" : {string => number} -> Metric specific values (e.g. {"count" : 100}) 

} 

7.1 Configuration 
The Kafka metrics reporter can be configured similarly to other metric reporters. 

Required parameters 

 topic: target Kafka topic where the metric records will be written at the configured intervals 

 bootstrap.servers: Kafka server addresses to set up the producer 

Optional parameters 

 interval: reporting interval, default value is 10 seconds, format is 60 SECONDS 

 log.errors: true/false, whether to log metric reporting errors 

Arbitrary Kafka producer properties 

The reporter supports passing arbitrary Kafka producer properties that can be used to modify the 

behaviour, enable security, and so on. Serializer classes should not be modified as it can lead to 

reporting errors. 

See the following example configuration of the Kafka metrics reporter: 

# Required configuration 

metrics.reporter.kafka.class: org.apache.flink.metrics.kafka.KafkaMetricsReporter 

metrics.reporter.kafka.topic: metrics-topic.log 

metrics.reporter.kafka.bootstrap.servers: broker1:9092,broker2:9092  

# Optional configuration 

metrics.reporter.kafka.interval: 60 SECONDS 

metrics.reporter.kafka.log.errors: false  

# Optional Kafka producer properties 

metrics.reporter.kafka.property_name : property_value 

metrics.reporter.kafka.security.protocol : SSL 

https://ci.apache.org/projects/flink/flink-docs-release-1.9/monitoring/metrics.html
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metrics.reporter.kafka.ssl.truststore.location : 

/var/private/ssl/kafka.client.truststore.jks 
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KAFKA LOGGING CONFIGURATION 
By default, Flink logs are directed to files that can be viewed on the Flink GUI independently for each 

container. This solution is a best practice for a YARN application defaults, but long running production 

applications are lacking this function. 

To provide a production grade solution, a Kafka log appender is included in the Cloudera Flink parcel. 

The appender collects the logs into Kafka topics in a JSON format that is designed for downstream 

consumption in an enterprise log aggregation framework.  

There are several benefits of storing the logs in Kafka: 

 Provides a scalable storage layer for the logs 

 Integrates easily with existing applications that has a simple logger config 

To enable Kafka based logging, include the following log configuration in the Cloudera Manager Flink 

configuration page: 

Flink Client Advanced Configuration Snippet (Safety Valve) for flink-conf/log4j.properties 

# Enable both file and kafka based logging 

log4j.rootLogger=INFO, file, kafka 

log4j.appender.kafka=org.apache.kafka.log4jappender.KafkaLog4jAppender 

log4j.appender.kafka.topic=flink.logs 

log4j.appender.kafka.brokerList=<broker_host>:9092 

# Log layout configuration 

log4j.appender.kafka.layout=net.logstash.log4j.JSONEventLayoutV1 

log4j.appender.kafka.layout.UserFields=yarnContainerId:${yarnContainerId} 

With this configuration, logs are written to the flink.logs topic with a JSON format. The topic 

contains an extra field with the YARN container identifier for easier log separation. These additional 

logging configurations are added to the log4.properties Flink default file. Any duplicate key 

overrides the previously configured values in the file. 

When set up correctly the resulting logs should be similar to the following: 

{ "source_host": "<flink_host>", 

  "method": "completePendingCheckpoint", 

  "level": "INFO", 

  "message": "Completed checkpoint 1 for job e70cf704ed010372e2007333db10cf0 (50738 

bytes in 2721 ms).", 

  "mdc": {}, 

  "yarnContainerId": "container_1571051884501_0001_01_000001", 

  "@timestamp": "2019-10-14T11:21:07.400Z", 

  "file": "CheckpointCoordinator.java", 

  "line_number": "906", 

  "thread_name": "jobmanager-future-thread-1", 

  "@version": 1, 

  "logger_name":    "org.apache.flink.runtime.checkpoint.CheckpointCoordinator", 

  "class": "org.apache.flink.runtime.checkpoint.CheckpointCoordinator" 

} 
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8.1 Security 
In a secure environment with Kerberos and TLS enabled, add the following extra parameters: 

log4j.appender.kafka.securityProtocol=SASL_SSL 

log4j.appender.kafka.saslKerberosServiceName=kafka 

log4j.appender.kafka.sslTruststoreLocation=/samePathOnAllNodes/truststore.jks 

log4j.appender.kafka.sslTruststorePassword=cloudera 

log4j.appender.kafka.clientJaasConfPath=kafka.jaas.conf 

Also provide the following kafka.jaas.conf file and ship it to the cluster with the -yt 

kafka.jaas.conf parameter for the flink run command. 

KafkaClient { 

  com.sun.security.auth.module.Krb5LoginModule required 

  useKeyTab=true 

  keyTab="krb5.keytab" 

  principal="<user_name>"; 

}; 
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ROCKSDB STATE BACKEND CONFIGURATION 
The default RocksDB state backend configuration available in Flink is not suitable for YARN jobs with 

large state, as it does not effectively cap the native memory usage of the embedded RocksDB database. 

To allow capping memory usage effectively, support for Write Buffer Manager is introduced in the 

ClouderaConfigurableOptionsFactory.  

ClouderaConfigurableOptionsFactory can be added to the Flink configuration file to get a 

good initial configuration of the state backend: 

state.backend : rocksdb 

state.backend.rocksdb.options-factory: 

org.apache.flink.contrib.streaming.state.ClouderaConfigurableOptionsFactory 

9.1 Controlling memory usage 
With the WriteBufferManager enabled, the block-cache size becomes the single most important option 

in capping the memory size. It is configured with the following option: 

state.backend.rocksdb.block.cache-size : 256mb 

The block cache serves as the in-memory cache for both reads and writes for the RocksDB instances. 

Flink creates an independent RocksDB instance for each stateful (keyed state) operator and subtask, so 

the minimum RocksDB native memory requirement is num_task_slots * num_stateful_ops 

* block_cache_size. The block size should be chosen depending on the size of the state and 

number of keys, but 256 MB is a good starting value.  

If the read performance is insufficient, the block-size can be increased to 512 MB, 1 GB or even 2 GB 

on machines with large memory sizes. 

Once you made the calculation, you need to ensure that the YARN container has enough extra memory 

on top of the TM heap size to cover the native memory requirement. This can be controlled by the 

following settings: 

 containerized-heap-cutoff-min 

 containerized-heap-cutoff-ratio 

9.2 Configuration parameters 
The options factory supports all pre-existing config parameters for rocksdb. 

In addition to the options factory, the following new options (and their defaults) are introduced: 

 state.backend.rocksdb.disk-type : SPINNING 

 state.backend.rocksdb.writebuffer.manager.size : blockcache / 4 

 state.backend.rocksdb.writebuffer.manager.enabled : true 

 state.backend.rocksdb.cache-index-and-filter : true 

 state.backend.rocksdb.optimize-for-hits : true 

 state.backend.rocksdb.stats.interval-seconds : 600 

https://ci.apache.org/projects/flink/flink-docs-stable/ops/state/large_state_tuning.html#tuning-rocksdb
https://github.com/facebook/rocksdb/wiki/Write-Buffer-Manager
https://ci.apache.org/projects/flink/flink-docs-release-1.9/ops/config.html#containerized-heap-cutoff-min
https://ci.apache.org/projects/flink/flink-docs-release-1.9/ops/config.html#containerized-heap-cutoff-ratio
https://ci.apache.org/projects/flink/flink-docs-release-1.9/ops/config.html#rocksdb-configurable-options
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9.3 RocksDB based timers 
Regardless of the state backend configuration, Flink timers are stored on-heap by default. Timers can be 

user defined or registered by the system for window operators. While heap based timers are very quick, 

they might require too large container sizes. 

By setting state-backend-rocksdb-timer-service-factory config to ROCKSDB, Flink 

stores all timers in the state backend. This has a severe impact on timer performance, but also greatly 

reduces the heap consumption. 

  

https://ci.apache.org/projects/flink/flink-docs-release-1.9/ops/config.html#state-backend-rocksdb-timer-service-factory
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SCHEMA REGISTRY INTEGRATION 
The Flink Kafka sources and sinks can be used with the Cloudera Schema Registry to register and 

retrieve schema information of the different Kafka topics. 

There are several reasons why you should prefer the schema registry instead of custom serializer 

implementations on both consumer and producer side. 

Schema registry 

 Offers automatic and efficient serialization/deserialization for Avro and basic types (+ JSON in the 

future) 

 Guarantees that only compatible data can be written to a given topic (assuming that every producer 

uses the registry) 

 Supports safe schema evolution on both producer and consumer side 

 Offers visibility to developers on the data types and they can track schema evolution for the 

different Kafka topics 

Add the following Maven dependency or equivalent to use the schema registry integration in your 

project: 

<dependency> 

  <groupId>org.apache.flink</groupId> 

  <artifactId>flink-avro-cloudera-registry</artifactId> 

  <version>${flink.version}</version> 

</dependency> 

The schema registry can be plugged directly into the FlinkKafkaConsumer and FlinkKafkaProducer 

using the appropriate schema: 

 org.apache.flink.formats.avro.registry.cloudera.SchemaRegistryDeserializationSchema 

 org.apache.flink.formats.avro.registry.cloudera.SchemaRegistrySerializationSchema 

See the Apache Flink documentation for Kafka consumer/producer basics. 

10.1 Supported types 
The following data types are supported for producers and consumers: 

 Avro Specific Record types 

 Avro Generic Records 

 Basic Java Data types: byte[], Byte, Integer, Short, Double, Float, Long, String, Boolean 

To get started with Avro schemas and generated Java objects, see the Apache Avro documentation.  

10.2 SchemaRegistrySerializationSchema 
The serialization schema can be constructed using the 

SchemaRegistrySerializationSchema.builder(..) object. 

Required settings: 

https://ci.apache.org/projects/flink/flink-docs-release-1.9/dev/connectors/kafka.html
https://avro.apache.org/docs/1.8.1/gettingstartedjava.html
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 Topic configuration when creating the builder, which can be static or dynamic (extracted from the 

data) 

 RegistryAddress parameter on the builder to establish the connection 

Optional settings: 

 Arbitrary SchemaRegistry client configuration using the setConfig method 

 Key configuration for the produced Kafka messages 

o Specifying a KeySelector function that extracts the key from each record 

o Using a Tuple2 stream for (key, value) pairs directly 

 Security configuration 

KafkaSerializationSchema<ItemTransaction> schema = 

SchemaRegistrySerializationSchema 

  .<ItemTransaction>builder(topic) 

  .setRegistryAddress(registryAddress) 

  .setKey(ItemTransaction::getItemId) 

  .build(); 

FlinkKafkaProducer<ItemTransaction> kafkaSink = new FlinkKafkaProducer<>("dummy", 

schema, kafkaProps, FlinkKafkaProducer.Semantic.AT_LEAST_ONCE); 

10.3 SchemaRegistryDeserializationSchema 
The deserialization schema can be constructed using the 

SchemaRegistryDeserializationSchema.builder(..) object. 

When reading messages (and keys), you always have to specify the expected Class<T> or record 

Schema of the input records. This way Flink can do any necessary conversion between the raw data 

received from Kafka and the expected output of the deserialization. 

Required settings: 

 Class or Schema of the input messages depending on the data type 

 RegistryAddress parameter on the builder to establish the connection 

Optional settings: 

 Arbitrary SchemaRegistry client configuration using the setConfig method 

 Key configuration for the consumed Kafka messages (only to be specified if reading the keys into a 

key or value stream is necessary) 

 Security configuration 

KafkaDeserializationSchema<ItemTransaction> schema = 

SchemaRegistryDeserializationSchema 

  .builder(ItemTransaction.class) 

  .setRegistryAddress(registryAddress) 

  .build(); 

FlinkKafkaConsumer<ItemTransaction> transactionSource = new 

FlinkKafkaConsumer<>(inputTopic, schema, kafkaProps, groupdId); 
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HBASE STREAMING SINK CONNECTOR 
To store the output of a real-time processing application in HBase, Cloudera provides an HBase 

Streaming connector. 

The HBase Streaming connector has the following key features: 

 Automatic configuration on the CDH platform 

 High throughput buffered operations 

 Customizable data-driven update/delete logic 

To use the HBase integration, add the following dependency to your project: 

<dependency> 

  <groupId>org.apache.flink</groupId> 

  <artifactId>flink-hbase_${scala.binary.version}</artifactId> 

  <version>${flink.version}</version> 

</dependency> 

The general purpose HBase sink connector is implemented in the 

org.apache.flink.addons.hbase.HBaseSinkFunction class. 

This is an abstract class that must be extended to define the interaction logic (mutations) with HBase. By 

using the BufferedMutator instance, you can implement arbitrary data driven interactions with HBase. 

While it is possible to execute all mutations supported by the BufferedMutator interface, Cloudera 

strongly recommends that users should only use idempotent mutations: Put and Delete. 

11.1 Creating and configuring the HBaseSinkFunction 
As mentioned earlier, the HBase sink instance is always created as a subclass of the 

HBaseSinkFunction. When users create the subclass they have to provide required and optional 

parameters through the constructor of the superclass, the HBaseSinkFunction itself. 

Required parameters: 

 Table name (the table itself must be created before the streaming job starts) 

Optional parameters: 

 Hadoop Configuration object for setting up the HBase client 

 HBaseOptions for minimal connection configuration 

The optional parameters are configured automatically by the Cloudera platform and should only be used 

for setting up custom HBase connections. 

Important: The Flink gateway node should also be an HBase gateway node for the 

automatic configuration to work in the Cloudera environment. 

To configure the operation buffering parameters, you need to use the 

HBaseSinkFunction.setWriteOptions() method. You can set the following config 

parameters using the HBaseWriteOptions object: 
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 setBufferFlushMaxSizeInBytes : Maximum byte size of the buffered operations before 

flushing 

 setBufferFlushMaxRows : Maximum number of operations buffered before flushing 

 setBufferFlushIntervalMillis : Maximum time interval before flushing 

See the following example for setting up an HBase sink running on the Cloudera platform: 

// Define a new HBase sink for writing to the ITEM_QUERIES table 

HBaseSinkFunction<QueryResult> hbaseSink = new 

HBaseSinkFunction<QueryResult>("ITEM_QUERIES") { 

@Override 

public void executeMutations(QueryResult qresult, Context context, BufferedMutator 

mutator) throws Exception { 

  // For each incoming query result we create a Put operation 

  Put put = new Put(Bytes.toBytes(qresult.queryId)); 

  put.addColumn(Bytes.toBytes("itemId"), Bytes.toBytes("str"),   

Bytes.toBytes(qresult.itemInfo.itemId)); 

  put.addColumn(Bytes.toBytes("quantity"), Bytes.toBytes("int"), 

Bytes.toBytes(qresult.itemInfo.quantity)); 

  mutator.mutate(put); 

  } 

};  

// Configure our sink to not buffer operations for more than a second (to reduce 

end-to-end latency) 

hbaseSink.setWriteOptions(HBaseWriteOptions.builder() 

  .setBufferFlushIntervalMillis(1000) 

  .build() 

); 

// Add the sink to our query result streamqueryResultStream.addSink(hbaseSink); 
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STATEFUL TUTORIAL 
This Stateful Tutorial for Cloudera Streaming Analytics powered by Apache Flink implements the 

backend logic of an inventory management system. This application imitates a service handling 

available inventory for a large e-commerce site. The tutorial is designed to walk you through the main 

features of Cloudera Streaming Analytics, powered by Apache Flink. 

By the end of the tutorial, you should be able to:  

1. Design streaming pipelines 

2. Structure application code to enable testing and reconfiguration 

3. Implement business logic as stateful operator with multiple input streams 

4. Implement Kafka sources and sinks 

5. Produce near-real time aggregates for each time window 

6. Test and validate streaming pipelines 

7. Configure production-grade applications 

8. Deploy and monitor streaming applications 

The implementation for this tutorial is available in this code repository. For the general concept to 

understand Apache Flink pipelines, see the Simple Tutorial. 

12.1 Learning goal 1: Design the streaming pipeline 

12.1.1 Overview 
When designing a streaming pipeline, Cloudera recommends to start with clearly specifying the 

requirements for the pipeline. This drives the definition of the core components of the pipeline, which in 

turn leads to defining your data types. Having the requirements, the structure of the pipeline and the data 

types set is sufficient preparation to proceed with the implementation. 

12.1.2 Steps 
Requirements for the inventory pipeline: 

 Validate and execute the incoming item transaction requests (new stock / purchase requests) 

 Output the result of each transaction (success / failure) 

 Support for query functionality of the current item status (number in stock) 

 Output periodic transaction summaries 

The application is designed to scale to large transaction and query rates (up to millions of 

transactions/queries per second) and also to be able to handle large inventories (hundreds of millions or 

more items). As always the scale at which the application can perform well depends on the available 

resources. To achieve good performance on the desired scale, see Learning goal 7: Production 

configuration. 

Pipeline components 
The key elements of the dataflow are: 

 Input sources 

 Stateful transaction and query processor 

 Transaction summary aggregator 

 Output sinks 

https://github.com/cloudera/flink-tutorials/tree/master/flink-stateful-tutorial
https://github.com/cloudera/flink-tutorials/tree/master/flink-simple-tutorial
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The pipeline has two inputs, Transaction Source for transactions and Query Source for queries. Both are 

consumed by a single operator, Transaction & Query Processor, which stores the current inventory state. 

The identifier of the inventory item is used as key for both streams to match the queries to the 

transactions. The pipeline has three output sinks for three distinct functionalities: TransactionResult Sink 

for transaction results, QueryResult Sink for query results and Summary Sink for periodic summaries. 

Note: Both ItemTransaction and ItemQuery requests need access to the current item state. 

You need to process the requests in a single operator as the state cannot be shared between 

multiple operators in Flink. 

The core business logic is built into Stateful Transaction & Query processor and Transaction Summary 

aggregator. The data input sources and output sinks are chosen depending on your environment. 

For production deployments, Kafka is used as data input and output bus. For testing and local 

deployments, Kafka is replaced with light-weight data generators and socket based sources. 

Data types 
You can use the following simple types to capture the data format. 

Input 

 ItemTransaction : (long transactionId, long ts, String itemId, int quantity) 

 Query : (long queryId, String itemId) 

Keyed State 

 itemId -> ItemInfo : (String itemId, int quantity) 

Output 

 TransactionResult : (ItemTransaction transaction, boolean success) 

 QueryResult : (long queryId, ItemInfo itemInfo) 

You can also use simple POJO types to capture your data format. 

https://ci.apache.org/projects/flink/flink-docs-stable/dev/types_serialization.html#rules-for-pojo-types
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12.1.3 Result 
In this section, you have created the structure for your streaming pipeline by defining the purpose of 

each operator and setting the data types to enable communication between them. The created design is 

used throughout the whole implementation process. 

12.2 Learning goal 2: Best practices for application code structure 

12.2.1 Overview 
Production applications are designed to enable flexible testing and input/output configuration without 

affecting the business logic. To achieve this, see the following best practices. 

12.2.2 Steps 
1. To achieve testability, the core logic is implemented in the ItemTransactionJob abstract class. 

This implementation defines the common functionality that stays intact during the whole software 

development lifecycle. Specific purpose subclasses only provide the input and output logic by 

implementing the following methods: 

// ... 

abstract DataStream<Query> readQueryStream(...); 

abstract DataStream<ItemTransaction> readTransactionStream(...); 

abstract void writeQueryOutput(...); 

abstract void writeTransactionResults(...); 

// ... 

This way the production job is implemented as a subclass of the ItemTransactionJob and can 

read and write to Kafka. While tests can easily verify the behaviour by using controlled sources and 

sinks. 

2. To run the application, you can call the createApplicationPipeline(parameters) 

which returns an instance of StreamExecutionEnvironment that you can execute(...). 

3. The main method (entrypoint for the Flink client) in the KafkaItemTransactionJob is 

implemented to leverage the following pattern: 

public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception { 

       // ... 

       ParameterTool params = ParameterTool.fromPropertiesFile(args[0]); 

       new KafkaItemTransactionJob() 

                .createApplicationPipeline(params) 

                .execute("Kafka Transaction Processor Job"); 

} 

4. In addition to factoring the core logic into its own class, you can use the ParameterTool utility 

throughout the code to pass configuration to your pipeline such as Kafka configuration or operator 

configs. 
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ParameterTool params = ParameterTool.fromPropertiesFile(args[0]); 

The properties file is parsed under the provided path into the ParameterTool object. This object can 

now be safely used by your function implementations. 

12.2.3 Result 
Following these best practices, you have set up a structure that enables pipeline testing. 

12.3 Learning goal 3: Implement business logic with multiple input 

streams 

12.3.1 Overview 
After designing the pipeline components and optimizing the structure of your code base, you can 

implement the bulk of the business logic as Apache Flink operators. 

To understand the design, consider the two input streams: 

 Item transaction stream 

 Item query stream 

Item transaction stream is for updating, and item query stream is for reading the inventory. These inputs 

serve completely different purposes in this business case. However, they both interact with the inventory 

status of a specific item. 

These two functionalities are implemented as a single stateful operator, where the state is the inventory 

status of the different items. Also, you interact with the state according to the type of the incoming 

message (transaction or query). The exactly once processing semantics of Flink provide all the 

guarantees expected from an inventory management service. 

Given the above context, now you can implement the core business logic using a stateful operator with 

listening to both the query and transaction streams.  

To process multiple input streams in a single operator, you can either union them if they are the same 

data type or connect them to create ConnectedStream which allows you to handle the input of the 

connected streams independently of each other. In this use case, there are two different types and to 

separate the transaction and querying logic, you need to use connect. 

12.3.2 Steps 
1. Connect the ItemTransaction and ItemQuery streams after applying .keyBy("itemId") 

on both of them. This results in partitioning the streams according to their itemId and allowing you 

to use keyed states in your processing operator.  

2. Implement the operator logic in a CoProcessFunction which allows you to access state and 

also exposes some lower level functionality like side-outputs. This lets you send two output streams 

to separate transaction and query results. 

Note: A uid is assigned to the operator by calling uid("Transaction Processor") that enables 

Flink to restore the state of the operator from the checkpoint even if the processing pipeline 

changes. It is very important to always assign unique uids to stateful operators. 
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The TransactionProcessor class itself implements the CoProcessFunction interface, 

where the processElement1 method takes care of applying or rejecting new transactions on the 

inventory state. The processElement2 simply reads this state to serve queries. The functionality is 

illustrated on the figure below: 

 

The main output type of the function is TransactionResult, which populates the output 

DataStream of the operator (named processedTransactions in your pipeline). The 

QUERY_RESULT OutputTag is used to produce a side output stream of the query results. The side 

output is later accessible by calling getSideOutput(QUERY_RESULT) on the operator. 

With this pattern, you can avoid using a union output that should be filtered out downstream such as 

(Either<TransactionResult, QUERY_RESULT>). 

The ItemInfo state is created during the operator initialization step in the open(...) method and it 

is a simple ValueState object that allows you to store an ItemInfo instance per key (itemId). 

12.3.3 Result 
In this section, you have implemented the core of the inventory management business logic as a stateful 

operator that receives two input streams. 

12.4 Learning goal 4: Implement Kafka sources and sinks 
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12.4.1 Overview 
As the core item management logic is in place, the next step is to connect the application to the external 

environment: 

1. Create input sources for incoming transactions and queries 

2. Create output sinks for query and transaction results 

As users interact with the e-commerce site, they trigger a continuous stream of transactions and 

inventory queries for the backend. To send the incoming requests to the backend, a suitable 

communication channel is needed that scales to the size of your application.  

An industry standard solution to this problem is to use Kafka as a communication channel between your 

application frontend (e-commerce site) and backend (Flink application). Kafka provides scalability for 

your application and it is very easy to integrate with other services in the future. 

As discussed in the beginning, the design decision is to make the ItemTransactionJob abstract 

and delegate the implementation of the input and output logic to the subclasses. This makes setting up 

the job with different input and output connectors easy 

12.4.2 Steps 
1. Configure Kafka for query and transaction streams 

 KafkaItemTransactionJob is created to implement the Kafka wiring logic to read the query and 

transaction streams, and to write the outputs at the end. 

The following parameters need to be configured in your properties file: 

kafka.brokers=<broker1>:9092,<broker2>:9092,<broker3>:9092 

kafka.groupid=flink 

transaction.input.topic=transaction.log.1 

query.input.topic=query.input.log.1 

query.output.topic=query.output.log.1 

2. Set up the FlinkKafkaConsumer sources 

The FlinkKafkaConsumer class is used to consume the input records. 

An example consumer: 

transactionSource = new FlinkKafkaConsumer<>( 

                params.getRequired(TRANSACTION_INPUT_TOPIC_KEY), 

                new TransactionSchema(), 

                Utils.createKafkaConsumerProps(params.get(KAFKA_BROKERS_KEY), 

                params.getRequired(KAFKA_GROUPID_KEY))); 

 

transactionSource.setCommitOffsetsOnCheckpoints(true); 

transactionSource.setStartFromEarliest(); 

The FlinkKafkaConsumer can be created with a few different constructors. In this use case, the 

following needs to be provided: 
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 Topic to consume 

 Schema implementation that provides the message deserialization format 

 Consumer properties 

For ItemTransactions  you can use the custom TransactionSchema implementation. This 

schema serializers the records in a tab delimited text format for readability. The same schema is used in 

your data generator job later to write to the Kafka topic. 

For query inputs, the built in SimpleStringSchema is used to read string data from Kafka. 

A simple utility class is created to generate the consumer properties that are based on your input 

properties (it extracts props with kafka. prefix): 

 group.id=... : REQUIRED 

 bootstrap.servers=... : REQUIRED 

 flink.partition-discovery.interval-millis=60000 : Used by Flink to control 

how often the consumed topics are checked for new partitions. (Disabled by default) 

Flink relies on its own consumer offset management when consuming Kafka messages. The 

.setCommitOffsetsOnCheckpoints(true) tells the consumer to commit offsets on Flink 

checkpoints so other tools can track the consumed messages. 

Finally, you set the consumer start offset that takes effect when the job is started for the first time (no 

checkpoint present). When a job is restored from a checkpoint or recovers after a failure, it will always 

continue exactly where it left off. 

3. Set up the FlinkKafkaProducer sinks 

The following Kafka sink is used for writing query results: 

FlinkKafkaProducer<QueryResult> queryOutputSink = new FlinkKafkaProducer<>( 

                params.getRequired(QUERY_OUTPUT_TOPIC_KEY), 

                new QueryResultSchema(), 

                

Utils.createKafkaProducerProps(params.getRequired(KAFKA_BROKERS_KEY)), 

                Optional.of(new HashingKafkaPartitioner<>())); 

The following constructor parameters are specified: 

 Default producer topic (can be set dynamically from the schema if needed) 

 Serialization schema for the QueryResults objects 

 Producer properties 

 Partitioner for the Kafka messages 

The QueryResultSchema provides simple tab delimited format for the messages. The queryId is 

used as the key for the Kafka records. 

For the producer properties, you can set the following parameters: 

 bootstrap.servers=... : REQUIRED 

 retries=3 : Allows the producer retry failed messages up to three times before failing the job. 

This is useful in production environment where broker changes are expected. 
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A custom Kafka partitioner ensures that queryResult messages are partitioned according to their 

queryIds. This allows you to create a nicely scalable querying service. 

12.4.3 Result 
In this section, you have handled communication with the external environment of Flink via Kafka 

topics. You can now receive and process incoming messages from Kafka and forward your output to 

select Kafka topics. For different use cases, instead of the message queue communication, you can 

choose distributed file system (HDFS) or key-value store (HBase) connectors. 

12.5 Learning goal 5: Produce near-real time aggregates for each time 

window 

12.5.1 Overview 
One of the initial application requirements was to compute the number of failed and successful 

transactions together with the total volume for each item over a given time frame. This creates a basic 

summary of the transactions that happened for the specific items. 

12.5.2 Steps 
If you notice exceptionally high transaction failure rates for some items, it might indicate serious 

malfunction with upstream systems. 

processedTransactions 

         .keyBy("transaction.itemId") 

         .timeWindow(Time.minutes(1)) 

         .aggregate(new TransactionSummaryAggregator()) 

         .filter(new SummaryAlertingCondition(params)); 

By using the standard windowing API, you can transparently switch between event and processing time 

by setting the TimeCharacteristics on the StreamExecutionEnvironment. 

The summary calculation and alerting is turned off by default, but can be enabled by providing  the 

following parameter: 

enable.summaries=true 

You can control the alerting logic with two optional parameters: 

transaction.num.min=100 // Min number of transaction per window for alerts 

transaction.failure.rate.min=0.5 // Failure rate to report 

Users customize the alerting to their needs by configuring the time window and implementing the 

writeTransactionSummaries to handle the incoming alerts. 

12.5.3 Result 
In this section, you have implemented regular updates on the current status of the transaction pipeline 

with event time processing APIs of Flink. 
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12.6 Learning goal 6: Test and validate the streaming pipeline 

12.6.1 Overview 
Simple Apache Flink jobs can be tested by providing a list of input records running the job. Once it is 

complete, the output is validated. However, the discussed approach is only applicable in the simplest 

cases, and fails for most real-world applications. In these applications, the expected output depends on 

the order of input elements from multiple sources and the lack of ordering guarantees in the pipeline. 

For example, the implementation of a test for the item query behavior can be: 

 Sending in a few transactions for itemId item_1. 

 Sending in a query for the same item. 

At this point, you would assume that the query result matches the expectations. However, it is 

impossible to guarantee that the transactions will get to the TransactionProcessor operator 

before the query using the collection based sources. 

There are few simple and effective testing utilities developed to allow integration testing of complex 

pipelines: 

 JobTester : Utility to create ManualSources and execute manual pipeline integration tests. 

Enhances the functionality of the standard StreamExecutionEnvironment. 

 ManualSource : Creates a blocking channel to the running Flink source allowing the test to fully 

control event order from multiple sources. 

 CollectingSink : Creates a sink that can be polled for the sinked elements, allowing simple 

assertions when combined with manual sources. 

12.6.2 Steps 

1. Extract the functionality in test 

The TransactionProcessorTestvalidates the transaction processing and querying behaviour. To 

control the inputs, both query and transaction input streams are created from manual sources: 

@Override 

public DataStream<Query> readQueryStream(ParameterTool params, 

StreamExecutionEnvironment env) { 

    querySource = JobTester.createManualSource(env, 

TypeInformation.of(Query.class)); 

    return querySource.getDataStream(); 

} 

Note: Only a reference is created to the source store, no input data is specified. 

2. Design sinks for tests 

To validate query and transaction output, you need to create CollectingSinks: 

private CollectingSink<QueryResult> queryResultSink = new CollectingSink<>(); 
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//... 

 

@Override 

public void writeQueryOutput(ParameterTool params, DataStream<QueryResult> 

queryResultStream) { 

    queryResultStream.addSink(queryResultSink); 

} 

3. Define the testing procedure 

As the data inputs and outputs are wired together, you can run the test pipeline in the runTest method: 

@Test 

public void runTest() throws Exception { 

   JobTester.startTest(createApplicationPipeline(ParameterTool.fromArgs(new 

String[]{}))); 

 

   ItemTransaction it1 = new ItemTransaction(1, 2, "item_1", 100); 

   transactionSource.sendRecord(it1); 

   assertEquals(new TransactionResult(it1, true), transactionResultSink.poll()); 

 

   querySource.sendRecord(new Query(0, "item_1")); 

   assertEquals(new QueryResult(0, new ItemInfo("item_1", 100)), 

queryResultSink.poll()); 

 

   JobTester.stopTest(); 

 

   assertTrue(transactionResultSink.isEmpty()); 

   assertTrue(queryResultSink.isEmpty()); 

} 

The main difference compared to regular job execution is that .execute(..) is not called on the 

environment. You use the JobTester.startTest(env) method to trigger application execution 

in a non-blocking way. 

Once the test is started, ManualSources can be used to send records. Also, you can use the poll 

method of the CollectingSink to wait for the outputs. 

Note: The outputs do not arrive immediately as the streaming pipeline is running in different 

threads. 

After running the test logic, you call JobTester.stopTest() to shut down all the manual sources 

and let the pipeline finish completely. Finally, you double check that no more output was received 

before the job completely shut down as expected. 
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4. Interactive testing 

A more interactive local testrun of your application can be done by executing the 
com.cloudera.streaming.examples.flink.SocketTransactionProcessorJob 

class. It is contained in the test package to bundle all the necessary runtime deployments. 

This job takes its input from a local text socket and runs in the IDE, producing the output to the console. 

Before the code is executed, you need to start the local socket at port 9999: 

nc -lk 9999 

The job starts up with the built in data generator. You can start sending the queries and look at the 

output: 

input (socket): 123 item_2 

output (IDE console): QueryResult{queryId=123, itemInfo=ItemInfo{itemId='item_2', 

quantity=10665}} 

By modifying this application you can easily experiment with different aspects of the pipeline locally. 

5. Testing input and output connectors 

It is possible to bootstrap test environments for connectors such as Kafka, and test the full production 

pipeline locally.  In this use case, only the correct application behavior is tested, the behavior of the 

connectors is not. 

In general, it is enough if you unit test the custom schema and the partitioning configuration, and only 

assume that the connector behavior is correct. 

6. Unit testing 

Besides integration tests for the complex pipeline behavior, it is good practice to unit test the individual 

components and operator implementations. You can either use small test jobs or use one of the testing 

utilities. 

12.6.3 Result 
In this section, you have implemented testing for your streaming pipeline. Furthermore, you are aware of 

potential challenges and differences of unit and integration tests in this context. 

12.7 Learning goal 7: Configure the application for production 

12.7.1 Overview 
By now, you have established an end-to-end streaming pipeline that can be executed and tested in a 

development environment. In this section, best practices are discussed to enable running Apache Flink 

applications 24/7 in production effectively. 

12.7.2 Steps 

1. Configuring the StreamExecutionEnvironment 
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The ItemTransactionJob.createExecutionEnvironment(...) method is responsible 

for configuring the StreamExecutionEnvironment. The same settings are used for production 

and testing to ensure that the test is as close to the cluster behavior as possible. 

You can choose to configure the settings for StreamExecutionEnvironment that are essential to 

the application logic or cannot be configured from the Flink configuration. For example, parallelism and 

state backend configuration are not set as they are included in the Flink configuration file. 

2. Max parallelism 

All production jobs need to be set with an explicit maximum job parallelism. For this, 

setMaxParallelism is called as it controls the number of key-groups created by the state backends. 

Consider the following aspects when setting the max parallelism: 

1. The number should be large enough to accommodate expected future load increases as this setting 

cannot be changed without starting from empty state. 

2. If P is the selected parallelism for the job, the max parallelism should be divisible by P to get even 

state distribution (maxP % P == 0). 

3. As larger max parallelism settings have greater cost on the state backend side, load estimates are 

necessary. 

Based on these criteria, Cloudera recommends using factorials or other numbers with a large number of 

divisors (120, 180, 240, 360, 720, 840, 1260) making parallelism tuning easier. 

3. Checkpointing settings 

Certain checkpointing configs can only be set in the StreamExecutionEnvironment at this point. 

Most of these are accessible through the env.getCheckpointConfig() configuration object. 

The following parameters are set: 

 Default checkpoint interval is configured to one minute to enable checkpointing 

 Checkpointing mode is set to EXACTLY_ONCE, which is the Flink default mode 

 Checkpoint timeout is set to one hour, in case a checkpoint has longer completion time than 

expected 

 Externalized checkpoints are enabled to restore the job from checkpoints beside savepoints when 

needed 

 Checkpoint compression is enabled to reduce the overall state size and speed up recovery 

 

4. Parallelism and resources 

To fully control the resource utilization of your Flink job, set the following CLI parameters: 

 -p 8 : Parallelism of your pipeline. It controls the number of parallel instances of each operator. 

 -ys 4 : Number of task slots in each TaskManager. It also determines the number of 

TaskManagers as the result of dividing the parallelism by the number of task slots. 

 -ytm 1500 : TaskManager container memory size. Together with the 

containerized.heap-cutoff-ratio, it controls the heap size that is available to each task 

manager. 

The following process can be used to determine effective resource parameters as they largely depend on 

the specific pipeline: 
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1. Estimate memory requirements based on state size and key cardinality. 

2. Start the job at moderate parallelism. The starting number can be one of the following: 

a. The number of Kafka partitions 

b. Data rate per sec / 10 000-50 000 (depending on the complexity of the job) 

It is recommended to choose the smaller number.  

3. Test the job at or over peak throughput. Monitor backpressure and garbage collection. 

4. Increase parallelism or memory if the result is not enough, go back to step 3. 

In this use case, the estimated data type sizes are: 

itemId < 50B 

ItemInfo < 80B 

TransactionSummary < 100B 

State(Key -> ItemInfo) < 160B 

State(Window, Key -> TransactionSummary) < 320B 

For window state sizing, you need to estimate the number of in-flight windows per key. For your 

application, assume that you have a maximum of two windows active for any key at any given time. 

For one million items a generous estimate would be: 

1.000.000 * 160B + 2 * 1_000_000 * 320B ~ 800MB 

The result can be rounded up to 1 GB to be on the safer side. This means if you split the state on two 

TaskManagers, you need to give them an extra 500 MB memory on top of the default 1000 MB 

associated to them leading to the -ytm 1500 setting. 

5. RocksDB state backend for larger state 

By default Flink jobs use the Heap state backend to store key-value states. This means all data is stored 

in deserialized form on the java heap. If memory permits, this is very efficient but in many cases the 

state will not fit in main memory and spilling to disk is inevitable. 

The RocksDB statebackend stores key-value states in embedded RocksDB instances, seamlessly spilling 

from memory to disk when necessary. In contrast with the Heap statebackend, RocksDB does not use 

the java heap but keeps data in native memory. This is important when configuring the memory settings 

for your taskmanagers: 

TaskManager container size = TaskManager heap size + Containerized heap cutoff 

The default value for containerized.heap-cutoff-ratio is 0.25. This means that only 25% 

of the container memory is allocated for non-heap usage. For regular Flink apps this is enough. 

However, when RocksDB is enabled, you have to increase this ratio to 0.5 - 0.9 depending on the total 

container size (and heap usage) to give enough memory for RocksDB. 

To enable RocksDB, set the following Flink config parameters: 

state.backend = ROCKSDB 

containerized.heap-cutoff-ratio = 0.5 - 0.9 

state.backend.rocksdb.disk-type = SSD / SPINNING 
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Note: The name of RocksDB can be misleading. It is a library for fast key-value memory and 

flash access and not an additional distributed service. There is no need to install any 

additional services, but to add the above configuration properties. 

6. Kafka topic configuration 

You need to ensure that the high-throughput topics such as the transaction input and output topics have 

enough partitions to enable the Flink application to scale out. The desired number of Kafka topic 

partitions depends on the estimated peak throughput as that also governs the maximum number of 

parallel Flink sources. In this example, 16 is used as the desired number of Kafka topic partitions. 

12.7.3 Result 
Following these best practices, you are able to configure the streaming pipelines to withstand the usual 

challenges of production grade use. 

12.8 Learning goal 8: Deploy and monitor the application 

12.8.1 Overview 
The last step of this tutorial demonstrates how to submit the streaming pipeline to the YARN cluster. It 

also shows how to deploy a separate Apache Flink job that generates transaction data and how to 

observe the output via a Kafka console client. 

12.8.2 Steps 

1. Packaging 

Build a jar of the application containing all dependencies (fatjar or uberjar) by using: 

mvn clean package 

If everything runs correctly, the jar is located under target/flink-stateful-tutorial-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar. 

2. Kafka Data Generator 

A simple data generator Flink job is included that generates ItemTransaction data to a target Kafka 

topic. You can include two configuration parameters in the job configuration file: 

num.items=1000000 

transaction.input.topic=transaction.log.1 

You need to reuse the config key for the target Kafka topic from the main application configuration to 

avoid duplicating config options and making a mistake when running the service. 

Start the streaming job to generate transaction data: 

# First create the kafka topic with 16 partitions 

kafka-topics --create --partitions 16 --replication-factor 1 --zookeeper 

<your_zookeeper>:2181 --topic transaction.log.1 

 

https://github.com/facebook/rocksdb
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# Run the data generator job 

flink run -m yarn-cluster -d -p 2 -ys 2 -ynm DataGenerator -c 

com.cloudera.streaming.examples.flink.KafkaDataGeneratorJob target/flink-stateful-

tutorial-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar config/job.properties 

You can now check the configured Kafka topic for the generated transaction data stream from the 

command line: 

kafka-console-consumer --bootstrap-server <your_broker_1>:9092 --topic 

transaction.log.1 

3. Kafka Transaction Job 

Now that you have a transaction input stream in the transaction.log.1 topic, you can deploy the 

transaction processor job. 

flink run -m yarn-cluster -d -p 8 -ys 4 -ytm 1500 -ynm TransactionProcessor 

target/flink-stateful-tutorial-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar config/job.properties 

Important: If the deployment hangs, make sure that yarn.scheduler.maximum-

allocation-vcores is set to at least four in the YARN configuration for the cluster. 

4. Monitoring running jobs 

Once the job is running correctly, you can look at the Flink UI and observe that the job is not as fast as 

the data generator. 

By looking at the numRecordsInPerSecond metric at one of the transaction processor subtasks, 

you can see that each parallel instance processes around 30 000/sec totaling to about 240 000 item 

transactions per sec for the job. 

If you cannot see high back pressure reading at the source or downstream instances on the Back 

Pressure page, it means that you are probably bottlenecked at the Kafka consumer. 

 

A bottleneck at the TransactionProcessor would show high back pressure at the source and a 

bottleneck at the window operator would back pressure all upstream operators. 

You can also look at the checkpoints page to see the completed and triggered checkpoints along with the 

compressed checkpoint state sizes. 
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Sending queries: 

kafka-console-producer --broker-list <your_broker_1>:9092 --topic query.input.log.1 

Getting query output: 

kafka-console-consumer --bootstrap-server <your_broker_1>:9092 --topic 

query.output.log.1 

5. Savepoints 

Flink allows you to explicitly create savepoints of your application state, so that you can consistently 

wind back your input and state to a given past time at will. This functionality is crucial in changing the 

parallelism of your pipeline or upgrading the cluster running the job. 

Taking a savepoint: 

flink savepoint -m yarn-cluster -yid yarnAppID flinkJobId 

Restoring from a savepoint: 

flink run -m yarn-cluster -d -p 8 -ys 4 -ytm 1500 -ynm TransactionProcessor -s 

hdfs://savepointpath target/flink-stateful-tutorial-1.0-SNAPSHOT.jar 

config/job.properties 

12.8.3 Result 
In this section submitting and monitoring Flink applications have been discussed, also mentioning 

regular operation tasks such as taking savepoint. 

12.9  Summary  
In this tutorial, you had the opportunity to learn about designing, implementing and operating streaming 

pipelines with Apache Flink. You have seen key Flink features such as exactly once processing 

guarantees, event time windows, and savepoints in action. 

For the complete implementation of the tutorial, see the accompanying code repository. For more 

information on Cloudera Streaming Analytics, see the Simple Tutorial, which leads you through 

implementing your first, self-contained Flink application, and the Secure Tutorial, which focuses on all 

the details needed to secure Flink jobs. 

https://ci.apache.org/projects/flink/flink-docs-release-1.9/ops/state/savepoints.html
https://github.com/cloudera/flink-tutorials/tree/master/flink-stateful-tutorial
https://github.com/cloudera/flink-tutorials/tree/master/flink-simple-tutorial
https://github.com/cloudera/flink-tutorials/tree/master/flink-secure-tutorial

